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The term 'gameshow' should replace 'reality TV' so that documentary doesn't
get dragged down, said Hilton Cordell Productions Producer, Chris Hilton, at the
AIDC yesterday.

Produced and chaired by Wildfilm Australia’s managing director Peter Du Cane,
the Defining Documentary session revealed a broad variety of  opinions and
levels of  need for a definition of  the genre. 

CEO of  Film Australia, Sharon Connolly, was the first guest speaker. The
definition of  documentary today, she said, is doco for TV. But there is no
regulation of  Australian documentary content on commercial or pay TV. Hybrid
forms of  programming provide cashflow. So rather than fighting over
definitions of  documentary, we should be diversifying. 

Connolly thinks we need to redefine documentary for new platforms. "We are
in the digital age," she said. "Doco makers need to examine their own views
and consider broader options."

Chief Executive of  ScreenWest, Tania Chambers, addressed the issues of
documentary needing to create financial viability and an audience, whilst
convincing government of  the worthiness of  funds. While the socio-political
documentary is often perceived as most important, she said, there are many
companies in WA who aren’t eligible for subsidy yet contribute greatly to
sustaining the industry. ScreenWest is in the middle of  assessing these issues
at present.

Chambers believes diversity is important to documentary. ScreenWest has
been asked to consider a wide variety of  factual proposals, including
magazine-style formats and programs that may not get an Australian
broadcast. She said there is often a view of  documentary as a dirty word,
particularly to commercial networks, so a doco will be pitched as an ‘event
program’. 

Carole Sklan, Director – Film Development, AFC, said the body had not yet
needed to confront the issues of  defining documentary, although she thinks the
notion of  documentary is evolving. 

"It is not a fixed or closed form", she said, "We can’t pin it down to a style or
approach, as pure and truthful. It is a visual medium… we need to be as
creative as possible." She cited several examples of  documentaries that play
with form and mentioned the cross-fertilisation of  drama and doco. 

Sklan believes we do need to look at the definition of  documentary. She
referred to a paper written by documentary filmmaker and Victorian College of
the Arts (documentary) lecturer Steve Thomas, which suggest a documentary
should have complexity of  depth, a questioning stance; it should develop
arguments, and ask why things are rather than just show; it should have a
strong point of  view, cultural specificity, and accountability – an ethical
relationship with the subject. The Canadian Television Fund definition had
similar points, with the addition of  ‘inform and entertain’ and ‘enduring appeal
and a long shelf  life’. 

Chris Hilton, AIDC board member and producer at Hilton Cordell Productions,
believes there’s major confusion over the definition of  documentary and reality
television, but thinks it’s mostly the journalists who are confused. He
suggested ‘Gameshow’ be used to replace reality TV shows, so documentary
doesn’t get dragged into the fold. He referred to the BBC and its replacement
of  the term ‘documentary’ with ‘factual programming’. The BBC is pushing the
boundaries of  formatted documentary and hybrids, he said. 

Hilton believes programs that have a contrived premise or a particular set-up
with a basic premise such as a real person placed in a particular location then
filmed as a documentary are still essentially documentaries. Whether it’s
formatted documentary, scripted drama or doco-documentaries, "we want to
do them all", he said. 

Susan MacKinnon, Investment Manager at the FFC, couldn’t give a definition of
documentary; and said things would always move and change. Having been a
filmmaker herself, she understands what it’s like being broke. We get moved
away from the creative spirit when prescribed to by broadcasters, she
commented. She cited some examples of  straight docos and her personal
choice of  more creative docos. "We don’t want to be making news all the time,
we want to go deeper into ourselves," she said.

For Kaye Blum’s previously published articles examining the influence of  reality
TV on the documentary form, see the links below:
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